
32-bit float Portable Audio Recorder

*microSD  card sold separately.

* Supported from V1.10 firmware update

When shooting a video, you want to be
able to focus on your video production
and not worry about your audio. The
Portacapture X6 was built with video 
production in mind. The X6 has your back
with its 96 kHz/32-bit float recording 
technology, and you will have the highest
quality audio, but you will have a dynamic 
range that allows you to overcome those
less-than-ideal realities that can often 
occur on a shoot. The X6 even gives you
a time-code sync option* via Bluetooth®
(with optional AK-BT1) allowing you to align
your audio with your video, even when
you have no audio on your camera.

Time-code sync via Bluetooth with 
Atomos UltraSync Blue.

For more details

MANUAL : Multitrack 
recording of up to six channels 
is possible.

VOICE : This is good for 
capturing interviews, dictation 
and meetings.

ASMR : The screen visual 
effect changes in response 
to the input sound.

Quickly access your settings and adjustments on the Portacapture X6's large
(2.4-inch) color touchscreen. With the easy-to-navigate interface and helpful
tools, you are just a few taps from the perfect setting for your needs. 

MUSIC : This is good for easily 
capturing instrumental and 
vocal performances.

PODCAST : This is good for 
recording podcasts with up to two 
people.

FIELD : This is good for 
recording outdoors.

App-like Operation Audio For Video Production

New generation high-res Multi-track Handheld Recorder

VOICE 
capturing interviews, dictation 
and meetings.

ASMR 
effect changes in response 
to the input sound.

P
recording podcasts with up to two 
people.



True X-Y A-B

32-bit float Portable Audio Recorder

*1 Supported from V1.10 firmware update. *2 microSD  card sold separately. *3 Excluding protrusions / with batteries. 

Analog audio

input ratings

Analog audio

output ratings

USB audio

Bluetooth🄬 For Bluetooth adapter (AK-BT1) only

1-2 (Cardioid, Stereo condenser microphone)Built-in MIC
MIC / LINE

Port USB Type-C (USB2.0 HIGH SPEED)

3-4 (Balance, XLR-3-31)

0.4W (mono)

CAMERA/EXT IN (3.5mm Stereo mini jack)
CAMERA/LINE OUT (3.5mm Stereo mini jack)
3.5mm Stereo mini jack

LINE
LINE

SPEAKER
PHONES

SPECIFICATIONS

6in (4ch +2mix), 2out

microSD, microSDHC, microSDXC*2

6tracks maximum (4 tracks, stereo mix)

WAV 44.1k/48k/96kHz、16/24-bit、32-bit float
MP3 44.1k/48kHz、128k/192k/256k/320kbps

I/O

Channels

Media

Formats
Recorder

specifications

Dimensions/Weight

Power

Power consumption
W75×H174×D37.2mm /365g *3
7.5W (maximum)

Included
Portacapture X6 × 1, AA alkaline batteries × 4
Owner's Manual × 1, TASCAM ID registration guide × 1

4 AA batteries (Alkaline, Ni-MH or Lithium-ion)
USB bus power from a computer
TASCAM PS-P520U AC adapter (sold separately)

With the AK-BT1 Bluetooth® adapter (sold 
separately) and free Portacapture Control app, 
it's easy to remote control your X6 wirelessly 
from your smartphone or tablet.

Capture Your Way

The internal high-quality stereo microphones can instantly rotate from A-B to a 
true X-Y mic pattern to allow for dialog or spatial music recording. Have your 
own mics? Use those thanks to the two included XLR inputs or line level inputs. 

Capture Every Bit

ADC High Gain

ACD Low Gain

32bit float Recording

Wide dynamic rangeLow-noise signal

Unclipped signal

Dual A/D Converter

Left Side

Sometimes the voice or sound that you need to capture will be really soft and
in other cases it is blasting. Even in these extremes, you are expected to capture
the sound and deliver well- finished audio. The 32-bit float point recording technology
in the Portacapture X6 gives you a much lower floor and higher ceiling to achieve
audio success.

An abundance of IN/OUT choices

Portacapture X6 is a versatile portable recorder with an abundance of IN/OUT
choices. Audio monitoring is possible with either headphone output or the 
built-in speaker.

Windscreen WS-86
  ・It is a custom-designed wind screen for
     TASCAM portable recorders.
Bluetooth® adapter AK-BT1
AC Adapter kit PS-P520U

WS-86

Optional Items

WS-86

With the Portacapture X6's your audio will be ready to share. Built-in signal processing,
including a compressor, limiter, high pass filter, EQ, and reverb, add that studio
polish. Whether you need to tame the wind when recording outside or want to
add the ambiance of reverb to your vocals, the X6 has you covered.

Record 6 tracks (4 track + 2 mix) simultaneously
Equipped with a 6-in/2-out 32bit-float*1 USB audio interface function
HDDA Mic preamp provides ultra-low noise and clean transparent audio 

Ready-To-Publish Audio Anywhere

For more 
details

Control The X6 From Your Phone

for iPad, iPhone, Android EXT-IN, LINE OUT
CAMERA IN/OUT

 Tripod Screw Connector

Headphone Output
2 XLR Inputs

Dual Built-in Mics

Other Features
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